
CLIMATE CHANGE AND 
MODAL VERBS



INDIAN OCEAN TSUNAMI

26th December 2004

A decade ago, one of the largest earthquakes 

ever recorded struck off the coast of 

Indonesia, triggering a tsunami that swept 

away entire communities around the Indian 

Ocean.



INDIAN OCEAN TSUNAMI

26th December 2004

About 228,000 people were killed as a result 

of the earthquake and the giant waves that 

slammed into coastlines on 26 December 

2004.



Within half an hour the waves reached Sumatra and

Malaysia and swept ashore in Thailand. Two hours later

they reached Sri Lanka and India. Within four hours they

had crossed the ocean to the east coast of Africa.





After the
tragedy
“Scale of devastation 

Thousands are reported to 

have been killed, but there 

has been little news from 

the worst-hit areas where 

all transport and 

communication links were 

destroyed. “

bbc.co.uk  27.12.04



NOW, READ THE FOLLOWING
SENTENCES AND ANSWER

THE QUESTIONS:



A tsunami can kill 

or injure people 

and damage or 

destroy buildings 

and infrastructure 

as waves come in 

and go out.

People must protect 

themselves.



■ A tsunami can kill or injure people and 

damage or destroy buildings

■ (   ) necessity

■ (   ) possibility

■ (   ) ability



■ People must protect themselves.

■ (   ) necessity

■ (   ) possibility

■ (   ) ability



■ CAN and MUST are examples of MODAL 

VERBS;

■ Modal verbs are special verbs in 

English. They do not have a meaning, 

but express feelings or moods.



Apresentam as seguintes características comuns:

1. são seguidos do verbo principal no infinitivo sem o

to;

2. não têm formas de particípio ou infinitivo. Se

preciso, são substituídos por expressões verbais de

sentido equivalente;

3. não levam “s” na 3a pessoa do singular do presente.

Portanto, a mesma forma é usada para todas as

pessoas;

4. formam a interrogativa e a negativa da mesma

forma que o verbo to be.



Structure of Modal Verbs

I 

Modal Verbs

(can 

/may/should/must

etc.)

Infinitive

(without TO)

You

He

She

It

We

They



■Examples of modal verbs: CAN, 

COULD, MUST, MAY, MIGHT, 

SHOULD, HAVE TO.

■Each one will express a different 

‘mood’.



■ ABILITY, PERMISSION AND POSSIBILITY.

■ EXAMPLES:

1 – He can play soccer very well.

2 – Can I come in?

3 – Infections can cause fever.



■ ABILITY (past) AND REQUEST.

■ EXAMPLES:

1 – When he was a child, Tony could

swim very well.

2 – Could you, please, close the window?



■ NECESSITY AND DEDUCTION.

■ EXAMPLES:

1 – I must get home early on weekdays. 

My mother told me so.

2 – Look at the man’s clothes. He must

be Chinese.



■ PERMISSION AND POSSIBILITY

■ EXAMPLES:

1 – May I come in?

2 – Look at the black clouds. I think it 

may rain tomorrow.



■ POSSIBILITY (slightly more formal than 

MAY)

■ EXAMPLES:

1 – I don’t trust Tony. I think he might be 

lying.

2 – I don’t know where Danny is. He 

might be home or he might be at work.



■ ADVICE

■ EXAMPLES:

1 – You look horrible. You should see a 

doctor now!

2 – If you want to get good marks, you 

should start studying.



■ OBLIGATION

■ EXAMPLES:

1 – You have to be 18 to get a driving 

license.

2 – Students at Pedro II have to wear a 

uniform.



■ CAN’T; CANNOT;

■ COULDN’T;

■ MAY NOT

■ MIGHT NOT; MIGHTN’T;

■ SHOULDN’T;

■ DON’T/DOESN’T HAVE TO.



■ The negative form MUSTN’T expresses 

PROHIBITION;

■ The negative form CAN’T can be used to 

express PROHIBITION too.

■ Ex.: You can’t drive and talk on the cell 

phone.

■ You mustn’t drink and drive.


